
MAGIC BUS 1977
A F G H A N I S T A N  A N D  B E Y O N D

A  M E M O I R  B Y  A L A S T A I R  R I C H A R D S O N

London to Kabul for £45! Those ads in the back pages of Oz and International Times seemed

to promise so much: a spiritual pilgrimage, exploration of strange and exotic lands or just

over-indulgence in the best narcotics known to man. There seemed to be so many reasons to

make the trip. Personally speaking, on reflection I think there was something in the genes

that pulled and indeed continues to pull me towards the sub continent. Generations of my

family tramped those hot and dusty roads, serving the Empire both militarily and

diplomatically. Anyway, whatever the reason, the offer seemed too good to refuse and

Mariane and I found ourselves, I think; if memory serves, in Tottenham Court Road looking

somewhat apprehensively at the battered red and white Mercedes bus that was to be our

home for the best part of the next month.

T h e  m a g i c  b u s

Our fellow travellers were a decidedly mixed bunch including gentle Scandinavian hippies, a

crowd of extremely hairy denim-clad heavy metal fans from Middlesbrough, and Paco a

Spaniard from aristocratic stock who seemed to have little or no money but owned a

wonderfully embroidered jacket that probably dated from the eighteenth century and was no

doubt worth a fortune. In charge of making sure that this motley crew reached their

destination in one piece was Tony who had driven for the Magic Bus Company in Europe but

who had never undertaken the journey to India — a learning curve for us all! The journey

through Europe was at first uneventful. I recall a lot of rain especially in Venice where Tony

left us for the best part of the day and where it was too wet to contemplate any sightseeing.

The dynamics of the bus changed dramatically at the Greek / Bulgarian border. Tony, keen for

some extra income and in order to fill some empty seats, picked up a couple of Londoners of

Greek extraction who we reckoned were on the run from something. These two took up

residence in the rear of the bus and quickly organised the aforementioned hairies from
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Middlesbrough into a hippy-baiting cadre.

The ensuing ten days became a constant

battle (thankfully psychological) between

the front and back of the bus. I think Tony

probably suffered the worst and was

becoming increasingly frazzled — the hassle

from the rear aside, it had become blatantly

apparent that the company’s presumed

attempt to cut costs by only employing one

driver was endangering all aboard.

Thankfully the situation was resolved by the

intervention of a Canadian man with a PSV

licence. We resolved the bus war problem

in Ezurum near the Turkey/Iran border by

engineering a situation (pretence of

stopping the night) whereby the now

shaven-headed Middlesbrough gang, their

mentors and their luggage were off the bus.

As soon as they had got off Tony put the

foot down and with a huge sigh of relief we

headed for Iran.

immediately into headless chicken mode

and dashed off into the heart of Tehran in

search of the American Express office. About

an hour later and God only knows how, I

found myself at the office. The doors were

locked and an armed guard informed me

that it was closed for Ramadan - seeing

myself stranded in Tehran for at least

another week the panic really set in and this

was not improved when I realised that in my

hurry I had omitted to take note either of the

name of the hotel or indeed the street where

it was located and since in my state of mind

there was no chance of retracing my

footsteps I found myself approaching folk

pointing at my long hair and trying to

enquire where people like me would stay in

Tehran. I was on the point of weeping when

my guardian angel appeared on the scene.

"My friend you appear to be in some

difficulty" he said in perfect English. I

explained the situation to him and he

immediately offered to accompany me back

to where he was pretty sure the bus would

be. Never for a moment doubting him (in

those days one heard stories of travellers

disappearing and their bodies reappearing

later minus some crucial organs or drained

of blood) I happily followed him through a

maze of streets eventually turning a corner

and sighting the familiar red and white

Mercedes. Refusing all offers of reward or

even a cup of coffee my guardian angel

disappeared. Immensely relieved but still

pretty low about the money-belt situation I 

Iran in the 70s had something of a

reputation amongst travellers mainly

fuelled by its draconian anti-drug policies.

There were countless tales of western

smugglers rotting in gaol whilst their

unfortunate Afghan and Iranian counter-

parts were executed. Suffice it to say the

Magic Bus hotfooted it across the land with

never an attempt to explore the beauties of

Persian culture and history. Of my time in

Iran one incident is permanently etched

into my memory. We had a brief stopover in

Tehran and were dropped at the Amir Kabir

Hotel which, according to the somewhat

minimal guidebooks available in those days,

was one of the only hotels in the city that

welcomed young western travellers. As soon

as I got off the bus I realised that my money

belt containing all my vital documents and

most of my money was missing - I

immediately assumed that I'd dropped it at

one of the toilet stops hundreds of miles

west. Never having been the calmest of

individuals in a crisis I went
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got back on the bus to collect my bag. As I

approached my seat I noticed a strap

dangling down from the back of it - sure

enough it was my money belt - the last

couple of hours of self-inflicted hell had

probably taken a several weeks off my

lifespan and over the ensuing years any

panic over a misplaced wallet or lost ticket

brings a mention from Mar of "Tehran

Syndrome".

ly pressed uniforms and mirrored Ray-Bans

the first figure to greet us was an Afghan

soldier clad in oversized grey Russian

surplus gear circa 1930 carrying an aged

Lee-Enfield rifle. He directed us towards a

cluster of buildings reminiscent of an

abandoned farmyard. There we began the

tedious and lengthy process of having our

passports checked and stamped. This

involved a check on our vaccination

certificates. For medical reasons Mariane

had been advised not to have the required

smallpox inoculation. This caused some

consternation and a rusty Golden Virginia

tobacco box containing a hypodermic and

serum was produced. Thankfully the

embassy in London had scrawled some

words in Dari on the visa, which eventually

convinced the official dealing with her that

she could enter the country without said

injection. By now it was early evening and

with about three of us still to be processed

the man in charge suddenly announced

that the border was closing for the day. It

just so happened there was a hotel of sorts

situated beside the border post, which 

ANYWAY ONWARDS TO AFGHANISTAN; 

THE IRANIAN BORDER POST WAS MODERN,

EFFICIENT AND SOMEWHAT CHILLING.

Getting Directions Afghan style

Driving towards it one passed an elephant's

graveyard of dismantled cars, buses and

trucks. Inside the very modern building

there was a small museum dedicated to the

war against drugs. Glass cases held large

pieces of hash slowly being devoured by

ants as well as failed smugglers

paraphernalia, shoes with hollowed out

heels, adapted toothpaste tubes and ethnic

statues. Alongside the glass cases was a

photographic exhibition with unfortunate

long faced travellers posing beside the haul

that had been discovered in their

possession. After a lengthy delay during

which we had to unload all the luggage of

the bus twice, we set off for Afghanistan.

The contrast between the Iranian and

Afghan border posts couldn't have been

more marked. Leaving behind the

immaculate Iranian guards with their crisp-
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seemed to be run by the same men who

had only recently been stamping our

passports - definitely somewhat fishy. 

However when they produced some fine

hash all was quickly forgiven.

of tea served from ancient china teapots

held together by numerous small metal

staples. Kabul, in what turned out to be the

final months of President Daud's regime,

was by Afghan standards quite westernized.

Women walked the streets unveiled,

sporting jeans and high heels and Sigi sold

chips from a stall outside his hotel. By this

stage of the journey we had already

discovered that in Muslim countries the

traveller's experience was very much

dependent on their sex. Whilst I never

experienced any serious problems and as a

rule neither did Mar while we were

together, when she ventured out alone it

was a different matter. In Meshed she had

to run the gauntlet of half a dozen

masturbating youths in a bakery doorway

and in Kabul bazaar she was punched hard

in the breast by a veiled woman who then

beetled away without so much as a

backwards look.

Herat Fort

Herat seemed such a haven of rest after the

rigours of the past few weeks that we

decided to stay on for a while and bade a

fond farewell to the Magic Bus — promising

to meet them again in Kabul in a week's

time. Walking the streets of Herat one

could feel one had stepped back a few

hundred years, horse drawn tongas and

camels beautifully adorned with colourful

trappings, outnumbered motor vehicles.

Conspicuously armed men with kohl lined

eyes and brightly hennaed beards strolled

the streets. The few women that one saw

were clad in pleated burkas with a small

grill for the eyes. The chai shops were a joy,

busy meeting places where groups of men

gathered to do business or just to chat

about the world, drinking copious amounts

Much to my horror Mar took off in hot

pursuit and booted her up the backside

sending her flying. I was convinced that our

days were surely numbered for insulting

one of their women in such a manner but

instead the whole incident proved to be a 
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The next morning we headed for Herat, an

ancient centre of Islamic culture and a

stopping off point for every conqueror and

adventurer for centuries. Passing the ruined

minarets and the ancient mud fort that

dominates the town, we arrived in

downtown Herat and were immediately

besieged by the inevitable hotel touts trying

to persuade us to patronise their particular

establishment. Not bothering to shop

around, we followed one keen young fellow

to a fairly clean but basic place which,

despite the presence of some fairly active

rodents resident in the straw roof, turned

out to be a fairly laid-back establishment. I

remember a beautiful dining/chillout area

with low seats covered by beautiful belouch

rugs where one could order up a plate of

Kabuli pilau followed by a pot of green tea

and a hubble-bubble filled with more of the

local produce, which the hotel of course

also supplied. 



It was only as we headed north from Kabul

that we really began to appreciate how

scenically beautiful Afghanistan could be. 

On discovering that one could purchase

Indian and Pakistani rupees on the black

market at vastly superior rates than was

possible in either country, we paid a visit to

the famed money bazaar where large

gentlemen and their armed minders sat in

front of huge stacks of every conceivable

currency. As we would have to become

international currency smugglers and were

slightly paranoid at the possibility of being

discovered by a diligent customs officer, we

erred on the side of caution but the

experience certainly gave us a whole new

concept of banking. After picking up a

collection of eagerly anticipated letters

from home from the poste restante we had

little further interest in lingering and

headed north to Bamiyan and Bandi Amir.

Kabul

Bamiyan

source of considerable hilarity and reports

quickly circulated through the bazaar and

by the time we emerged back onto the

main drag Mar had become something of a

minor celebrity.

Bamiyan valley seemed a verdant paradise

in comparison to the desert landscape we

had crossed on the road from Herat to

Kabul. The magnificent statues of The

Buddha that dominated the valley were

truly awe- inspiring. Climbing the ancient

stone steps and looking out over the valley

from behind the eyes of the larger figure,

was an experience I shall never forget and

one which, thanks to the mindless cultural

terrorism of the Taliban, has now been

denied to all. After a couple of days in

Bamiyan we decided to head north to the

lakes at Bandi Amir. Sadly Mar, who was

suffering from the after effects of a dodgy

kebab, decided that the lengthy jeep

ridenorth was an impossibility and elected
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We were in a dormitory with about half a

dozen like-minded fellow travellers. The

one exception was a somewhat dour Israeli

chap who tended to keep himself to

himself and did not approve of the copious

amounts of hash his roommates were

smoking. He'd headed off to do a bit of

sightseeing whilst the rest of us sat around

chewing the fat. Suddenly I noticed a thin

column of smoke coming from behind the

back of a German guy who, as luck would

have it was seated at the head of the Israeli

man's bed. A piece of burning hash had set

the horse-hair mattress alight. A glass of

water was produced and the fire doused.

About half an hour later a second column

of smoke appeared at the bottom of the

bed, our earlier attempts had obviously

failed and indeed, as we discovered, the

mattress was now smouldering along its

entire length.

to remain close to the toilet, which in our

hotel had a direct view over to the Buddhas

- truly a loo with a view!! The couple of

hours spent bouncing around in the back of

a jeep proved to be well worth the

discomfort. The lakes with their vivid blue

and turquoise waters sparkling at the feet

of spectacular cliffs seemed to belong to

another planet. We had intended to head

further north to Mazar-i-Sharif but India

was calling and we returned to Kabul and

caught the bus for Peshawar. Almost

immediately the road began its spectacular

climb through the Kabul Gorge where in

1842 during the disastrous retreat from

Kabul an entire British army had been lost.

This spectacular defeat provided a salutary

warning to those superpowers and

imperialists who ever imagined that they

could control Afghanistan, a warning from

history that certainly seems to be being

ignored in the 21st century. The Khyber

Pass, whilst perhaps not quite as dramatic

as the Kabul Gorge, was certainly a thrill.

Looking up at the forts scattered across the

landscape and seeing the regimental

emblems set into the slopes, it wasn't hard

to imagine oneself back in the days of

Kipling and the Great Game and I found

myself checking behind every outcrop of

rock in case some beady eyed Afridi tribes-

Bandi Amir

View from Rainbow Guest House

man had his jezail trained on

our bus. On arrival in Pesh-

awar we checked into The

Rainbow Guest House on the

fringes of the Cantonment.

This was a fairly soulless

establishment situated above

a truck garage where the

considerable alterations that

were required to transform

Bedford trucks of an elderly

design to the wondrous

moving art works that graced

the roads of the North-West

Frontier were undertaken.
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more atmospheric spot. The aged building

was constructed round an inner courtyard,

which every night was crammed with locals

watching reruns of F Troop and other US

delights interspersed with local news and

religious programs on what was evidently

one of the few televisions in the area.

Outside in the narrow crowded alleys the

ornately carved wooden decorated windows

overhead almost seemed to touch one

another, virtually blocking out any sunlight,

the throngs of people, flocks of fat tailed

sheep and hawkers and vendors of sweets

and pakoras, provided a sensory assault.

Each alley and lane seemed to be occupied

by different trades or professions. In the

tailors alley from dawn until long after dusk

the whirr of ancient foot operated Singer

sewing machines was almost deafening.

Nearby was a street full of men beating old

tin cans into new and varied forms: oil

lamps and boxes of various

sizes their sides decorated by logos

testament to their former incarnation. One

of my personal favourites was the hat

bazaar. In this street every shop displayed a

huge array of Chitrali Hats, the soft woollen

cap with a tubular rolled brim, the de rigeur

headgear of the Pathans, that became so

The National Hotel in Peshawar was located

in the heart of the famed Qissa Khawani

bazaar and I don't think I'd ever stayed in a 

entire length. This time we realised that

there was no time for pussyfooting about

and dragged the mattress into the shower

room and thoroughly soaked it. Then, in a

helpless state of stoned mirth, we placed

the mattress back on the unfortunate

Israeli's charpoy and retired for the night. A

short while later the wanderer returned and

on discovering the state of his bed turned

to the nearest bed to his which, as luck

would have it, was mine and, with a

deftness that would put the waiter who

removes the tablecloth whilst leaving the

table settings intact to shame, he whipped

the mattress from under me sending me

flying up in the air only to descend with a

thump on the ropes of my charpoy. Given

my undoubted complicity in the nights

events and given his decided size

advantage, I decided that discretion was

certainly the better part of valour I resigned

myself to an uncomfortable night. The next

morning before the manager could discover

the destruction we checked out and

headed downtown.

Peshawar
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As we drove north the road became

increasingly spectacular although the

driver's tendency to play chicken with the

oncoming traffic as we snaked around the

corkscrew bends of the Malakand Pass

detracted somewhat from our enjoyment

of the trip and the sight of several crushed

vehicles lying on their roofs hundreds of

feet below did little to improve our confid-

AFTER A COUPLE OF PLEASANT WEEKS AND

REALISING THAT ANY FURTHER EXTENSION

TO OUR STAY MIGHT NOT BE TOO HEALTHY

WE DECIDED TO HEAD FOR THE HILLS AND

TOOK A BUS HEADING FOR MADYAN IN THE

SWAT VALLEY. 

familiar to western eyes in the early eighties

as footage of the Muhajadeen and their

struggle against the Soviets became

commonplace on TV news reports.

hash which tended to make me somewhat

anti-social and unwilling to take up the

numerous offers to "come into my shop",

after a visit to the den we'd be popping into

someone's shop for a chai without the

slightest hesitation. It was in that same den,

not long after our arrival in Peshawar, that

we struck up a somewhat surreal

conversation about the merits of the

Incredible String Band with Olli and Mike

two German guys who we were to meet

several times in the course of the next six

months and with whom we forged a long

lasting friendship.

Swat Valley
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Our stay in Peshawar coincided with the

final days of Mr Bhutto's government and

opium was still legal. It wasn't long before

we decided to seek out a den. With images

of sumptuous surroundings and velvet

cushions we set off through the maze of

alleyways. Immediately after the hat bazaar

one took a hard left into a lane barely wide

enough to walk down, before too long we

became aware of a pungent sickly smell

and knew we'd hit the spot. The den where

we ended up was little more than a hole in

the wall with smoke blackened movie

posters peeling off the walls. Inside with

only a very thinly padded brick for a pillow,

we were served pipes by a small and very

strange gypsy-like woman. After a quick

lesson in the art of smoking we were soon

drifting into what over the next few days

would become a familiar state of bliss. Due

to size [of the space] and, obviously,

financial considerations, one was not

encouraged to linger and we'd soon find

ourselves staggering back along the

alleyways towards our dreamy beds.  

Another effect of the opium was that unlike



One of our regular visitors at The Hunza was

Stone Baba who would arrive on an almost

daily basis, a string of ginseng around his

neck and a large heavy sack full of pieces of

rocks and semi-precious stones he claimed

to have collected in the mountains.

Despite our protests he would insist on

emptying its contents onto our floor all the

while making grandiose claims for his

various pieces of quartz and glass, "in your

country how much for a diamond or

perhaps sapphire of this quality?" The whole

procedure became something of a 

game with us claiming

that the items in question

were either glass or plastic

and him feigning outrage.

At the end of his visit he'd

always give us a few small

pieces and I don't think for

a minute he thought he'd

ever get any money out of

us. I think we all just

genuinely enjoyed each

other's company.

ON CLOSER EXAMINATION OF THE PACKET

WE REALISED THAT HE CERTAINLY WAS NOT

ALONE!

Our arrival in Swat, referred to in Pakistan

Tourist Board literature as "Little

Switzerland", made the rigours of the

journey easily worthwhile. Pine clad

hillsides with the snowy peaks of the

Karakorams behind them, apple orchards

and the rushing crystal clear waters of the

Swat River, it seemed as though we had

stumbled on a little slice of paradise on

earth. We took up residence in the Hunza

Guest House dramatically situated on the

banks of the Swat just below the bridge

leading out of Madyan town. The people

were unfailingly friendly and hospitable.

Mariane made daily visits to one of the

local shops where she and the elderly

proprietor passed the morning drinking

chai and somehow managing to

communicate. On the shelves behind his

seat we were surprised and delighted to

see several packets of Kellogs Cornflakes.

We had to have one and breakfast quickly

became one of the highlights of the day

until we noticed that one of the small

brown bits that we thought were bits of

burnt comflake actually had legs and was

swimming for dear life towards the edge of

the bowl. 

Swat Valley

The Hunza Guest House

Mar & Stone Baba
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where, without the assistance of any Lonely

Planet or Rough Guide, one could pick up

tips of good places to visit and where to

avoid.

Ten minutes walk from Paharganj lay the

luxuries of Connaught Place where one

could enjoy a reliable ice cream at Nirulla's

or coffee and dosa served by waiters in 

DELHI WAS A GAS, THE HOTELS AND

STREETS OF PAHAR GANJ WERE AND

REMAIN TO THIS DAY A REAL TRAVELLERS

MEETING PLACE

After Swat it was definitely

time for India so via

Rawalpindi and Lahore we

reached the Indian border

where I can vividly recall a wild

eyed almost naked saddhu, his

hair quite literally trailing on

the road behind, heading for

the Indian customs just ahead

of me.

After a brief visit to the fabulous Golden

Temple and an overnight stay in the

ashram there, we boarded the train for

Delhi, our first introduction to the delights

of Indian Railways.

New Delhi Railway Station

The Golden Temple, Amritsar

Madyan 
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flamboyant turbans and slightly grubby

white uniforms in the India Coffee House a

brilliant roof-top retreat where one could

chill out whilst catching up with all the

news from home collected from the nearby

post restante.

From Delhi we took the well -worn tourist

path south to Agra stopping briefly to

check out Lord Krishna's birthplace at

Mathura and nearby Vrindavan a somewhat

unfriendly spot where we were chased by a

gang of stone throwing kids calling us

white monkeys. On arrival at Agra Cantt

station, after the usual battle with the

swarm of rickshaw wallas, we managed to

find one prepared to take us to Taj Gate

without any stops at marble workshops or

silk factories en route. The India Guest

House in Agra was a true gem of the

budget hotel world.

Proprietor of the India Guest House 

Paharganj, New Delhi

Situated near the end of Taj Ganj just

beside the eastern gate of the Taj Mahal,

the building and indeed the entire street

had apparently been built to accommodate

some of the vast numbers of artisans and

craftsmen working on Shajehan's great

monument to love. The guest-house was

run by a charming and devout elderly

gentleman and his family who catered to

our every need. The fairly basic but spotless-

puja and the old lady would then emerge

to distribute sweets to any guests who

happened to be around. This beautiful and

calm daily ritual definitely offered us an

insight into the depth of spirituality present

in Hinduism that I personally did not find

during many somewhat confusing visits to

major temples.

ly clean rooms faced

onto a beautiful court-

yard. Beside the gate

there was a small

shrine dedicated to

Lord Shiva where every

day the old man and

his wife would do puja,

him chanting praises

whilst she rang a small

hand bell, occasionally

chanting a response to

him. The ringing of

three bells in the shrine

signalled the end of the

Since in those days it was free to visit the

Taj and as it was so close to our hotel, we

spent a lot of time there, at various times

seeing its splendour illuminated by the full

moon and perhaps most spectacularly one

night during an electric storm with forks of

lightening playing around the dome. 
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Inside the beautifully cool

cenotaph we would sit beneath

the echoing dome listening to the

sounds; the distant noises of the

city and the talking of the

guardians of the tomb spiralling

upwards and multiplying into an

extraordinary, almost musical

hubbub, punctuated every now

and then by a haunting wail of

Allah-o-Akbar sent upwards to

vibrate around the chamber. 
Mar in the garden of the Taj

when we had been back home round the

fire planning the trip, so we began to head

north once more. Our first stop was at

Varanasi where we had been advised to

stay at a hotel on Gai Ghat. Emerging from

the station, we were met by the customary

horde of touts and rickshaw drivers. Our

particular driver immediately informed us

that the hotel that we wanted had only

recently been closed by the police but that

he of course knew a suitable alternative.

Too tired to fight against the vagaries of the

commission game we let him take us to his

hotel, which was unsurprisingly a complete

shit hole. The next morning we found the

Of course, Nepal and its famed hash shops

(which sadly had disappeared — probably

due to US interference by the time of our

arrival) had been one of the big draws

On a recent return to Agra and the Taj we

found a much changed Agra. In the 70s it

was not the polluted hellhole it has

become now. On a recent visit to the Taj we

were overwhelmed firstly by the

aggressively persistent touts and hasslers

and, on finally gaining access to the

monument, by the sheer volume of visitors,

and within the tomb itself, an overpowering

aroma of smelly feet.

Varanasi pilgrims at dawn
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Prakash Vishwan Lodge, our intended

destination, just around the corner, very

much open for business and moved in.

Dawn on the Ganges at Varanasi is an

incredible sight and one, which thanks to

the attention of the boatmen and their

associates, is one that few tourists and

travellers miss. At the appointed hour

thousands of pilgrims descend the stone

steps at Dasaswamedh Ghat for a ritual

bathe in the sacred waters, whilst out on

the river dozens of boats of varying shapes

and sizes converge on the site. Boatloads of

Japanese tourists with cameras clicking and

small boats in which enterprising

merchants have assembled a sample of

their wares hoping for some early morning

business.

Away from the ghats and into the teeming

lanes of the old bazaar, there's an amazing

array of colour and glitter to capture the

materialistic eye; beautiful hand painted

wooden toys, ranks of glittering glass

bangles and the silks for which the city is

deservedly renowned. Everywhere one

encounters devotion in the form of small

shrines and temples and turning the corner

it wasn't uncommon to meet a funeral

procession carrying a shrouded corpse

towards the burning ghat. 

Jean Claude, Jean Pierre & Mar,
Darbar Square, Kathmandu

Taking a small boat across the river we

visited the old palace at Ramnagar where

an elderly retainer guided us around a

fascinating museum where a combination

of rust, ants and moths were gradually

eating away the exhibits which included a

fabulous ivory coach and a silver Rolls

Royce. Managing to tear ourselves away

from Varanasi's many charms we headed

for the hills.

THE AIR ALWAYS SEEMED TO BE HEAVY

WITH THE SCENT OF INCENSE AND AT NIGHT

WE DRIFTED OFF TO SLEEP TO THE SOUND OF

TEMPLE BELLS AND THE CONTINUAL

CHANTING OF "SRI RAM JAI RAM" INTO A

DISTANT MICROPHONE.

ing that she was somewhat

distressed, immediately returned

with her to the hotel and

brushing aside my protests

immediately got me in a taxi and

took me to the Mission Hospital

where a Scottish volunteer doctor

diagnosed my problem and

prescribed antibiotics, which

quickly began to weave their

magic. These two Frenchmen,

Jean Claude and Jean Pierre were

prime examples of the

wonderfully like-minded people

one seemed to meet on the road

On the ferry across the Ganges at Patna and

hopelessly under-clad for a chilly evening in

my kurta and pyjamas I managed to get a

chill which, by the time we reached

Kathmandu a couple of days later, had

developed into double pneumonia. I

remember little of the next days which I

passed coughing blood in a sweat soaked

delirium. Mariane was unable to get it

through to me that I should perhaps seek

medical attention and was understandably

pretty scared by the situation. One evening

she met two Frenchmen who, upon notic-
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those days, but their particular story was, I

feel, pretty unique. Jean Claude was

completely blind and with Jean Pierre's

assistance was travelling the world and

planning on writing a book about their

shared experiences. If the book was ever

published maybe there was a small passage

about a stubborn Scotsman who they set

upon the road to recovery.

Our home in Pokhara

ular Macchapuchre, were breathtaking.

Back in India and a brief sojourn in an

ashram at Laxmanjulla just north of

Rishikesh where we were the guests of a 

One unfortunate effect of my illness was

that we had to shelve our plans for a trek

into the mountains and we had to content

ourselves with a trip to Pokhara,

swami with a fixation for European goods

and his spectacularly buck-toothed junior

priest, Gobindajee. On a daily basis

Swamijee would summon us to his room

and, whilst expertly preparing bhang lassis,

would bemoan the state of Indian

manufactured goods, all the while

comparing them unfavourably with their

western equivalents.

the jumping off point for the walk

towards Annapurna, where we

rented a charming little mud hut

with a thatched roof and resident

giant spiders.

Macchapuchre from Pokhara
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Pokhara was a beautiful and

relaxing spot which for myself

provided a much needed bit of r&r.

It's beautiful lakeside setting and

the stunning views of the

Himalayas, especially the spectac-



He was particularly keen on my Parker biro.

He had been given a fountain pen by a

previous guest but could get no refill

cartridges and had resorted to simply

pouring ink into the casing with disastrous

results. Of course I had to give him my biro,

god only knows what measures he resorted

to when that too inevitably ran out.

Swamiji

The jungle behind the ashram was home to

large numbers of monkeys, which in

common with most of their relatives in

India were something of a nuisance and

throughout the day were continually being

chased from the ashram kitchen. One

morning returning from my morning

ablutions, I had left my sponge bag on the

wall whilst unlocking the door. As soon as

my back was turned a large monkey who

had clearly been in hiding awaiting just

such a golden opportunity grabbed the bag

and raced off at high speed into the jungle

where he scaled a high tree and in clear

view began to investigate the contents of

his loot. Clearly unhappy with the lack of

biscuits, fruit or indeed anything edible I

watched as he inspected and disposed of

every item in the bag, finally tossing the

bag itself into the somewhat impenetrable

undergrowth below.

One day Swamijee announced that thanks

to a generous donation from a visiting

pilgrim the ashram was going to throw a

dinner party for a hundred saddhus and

would we like to attend. Somewhat

daunted at the prospect, we agreed. From

early in the morning of the appointed day

the guests began to assemble and the

largest room in the ashram was soon a

teeming mass of saffron clad, wild-eyed and

dreadlocked holy men. With the air thick

with the smoke of countless chillums and

with a tantalising aroma emanating from

the kitchen we took up our position on the

floor. After some lengthy rituals and

blessings from Swamijee, Gobindajee and

some local helpers served up a delicious

meal of dhal, vegetables and chapattis

followed by super-sweet ladoos. Almost as

soon as the meal was over the guests began

to drift away, some perhaps returning to

their beds of nails or other devotional

privations along the pilgrim path that

linked the ashram with Rishikesh, but

before departing every guest, ourselves

included, was presented with a ten rupee

note.
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Laxmanjulla

Returning briefly to Delhi to collect our

mail we then made our way east to

Rajasthan spending Christmas and New

Year in Jaipur and then heading to Ajmer, a

somewhat unfriendly place where we

stayed in the King Edward V11 Hostel, a vast

and cavernous establishment, where as far

as we could tell, we were virtually the only

guests. From Ajmer it was a stones-throw to

Pushkar, the abode of Lord Brahma and

which was then becoming a firm favourite

on the hippy trail, with an abundance of

ashrams and cheap hotels from which to

choose.

Beside the lake at Pushkar

where we almost immediately encountered

what we suspected to be one of those

Indians who at first seems desperate to be

your friend and whose company can rapidly

become somewhat wearisome and can

have financial implications. However on this  

occasion our suspicions were not well

founded and our new aquiantance insisted

we accompany him on a visit to his guru

who turned out to be a sadhu who lived in

a small and ancient abandoned temple on

the shores of Lake Pichola with stupendous

views of the ghats and palaces of the city.

IT'S POPULARITY WAS WELL

DESERVED AND WE SPENT A

PEACEFUL AND RELAXING WEEK

THERE STROLLING THE SHORES OF

THE LAKE AND CLIMBING SAVITRI

HILL TO WHAT CLAIMS TO BE THE

ONLY BRAHMA TEMPLE IN THE

WORLD.

From Pushkar we headed to Udaipur
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Sadhu at Udaipur

After the usual libations we spent a very

relaxed, and dare one say spiritual,

afternoon in his presence and left firm

friends, promising to return. Sadly it was a 

 we were not destined to keep and we bid a

fond farewell to Udaipur.

The beach at Kovalan

Then it was off through Tamil Nadu to

Rameswaram and the boat to Sri Lanka

pausing on the way to see the marvellous

WITH WINTER NOW DEFINITELY UPON US AND

FEELING IN DESPERATE NEED OF SOME

SERIOUS WARMTH WE DECIDED IT WAS TIME

TO HEAD SOUTH.

In 2008 we returned to Kovalam and

discovered that paradise had been

destroyed. Shops, cafes and bars now fringe

the beach and vast quantities of hotels had

Having decided to avoid the dubious

pleasures and notorious excess of the

beaches of Goa in favour of Kerala, which at

that point in time was not quite such a firm

feature on the traveller’s schedule. We

immediately fell in love with this beautiful

verdant state and its friendly welcoming

inhabitants. After a few days in Trivandrum

we headed for the beach. There were very

few other travellers there at the time, those

that I do recall included an exotic German

couple who every night smeared

themselves in papaya and indulged in a

spot of moon bathing and a fellow

Edinburger who enquired if either of us

knew the procedure for huffing in draughts.

sprung up to satisfy the needs of the

thousands of package holiday makers

jetting in from all corners of the globe. Of

course it's unrealistic to expect things to

remain the same but as with the Buddhas

at Bamiyan, I'm grateful that I was

privileged to have been able to appreciate

the beauty of Kovalam before it was

changed forever.

Sri Meenakshi temple at

Madurai where we also

discovered a slightly bizarre

Gandhian museum of toilets

with various examples of loos

laid out in rows in a formal

garden. After India, Sri Lanka

was like an ocean of calm and

strolling amongst the

Buddhist stupas and statues

at the ancient cities of

Annuradapurna and Polla-

naruwa one seemed a million
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miles away from the bustling hubbub of

the mainland. At Nilavelli beside the Blue

Lagoon we stayed with Hector Samson

who's property was situated beside a totally

deserted stretch of silver sand with a coral

reef that provided wonderful snokelling

possibilities. Strangely enough however I

found myself missing the colourful and

noisy chaos of India and persuaded Mar

that we should head back to the mainland.

Annuardapura

STRANGELY ENOUGH HOWEVER I FOUND

MYSELF MISSING THE COLOURFUL AND

NOISY CHAOS OF INDIA

We had originally planned to fly home but

reckoned that with the money and air fare

would set us back we could travel back

In Afghanistan things turned out to be even

worse, we had only been in Kabul a couple

of days when we heard what we assumed

at first to be the sound of fireworks but

which quickly became apparent was the

sound of small arms fire. This was soon

followed by the rumbling of tanks out on

the street and the crump of mortars and

heavy guns. By this stage we realised some- 
slowly overland and

postpone our re-entry to

the rat race by at least a

couple of months. After

a slow trawl up through

India we crossed back into Pakistan and

found all had changed, the fairly liberal

regime of Mr Bhutto had been replaced by

that of General Zia who was keen to

introduce Sharia Law to the country. Opium

had been declared illegal and the dens were

in the process of being shut down. On our

return to Peshawar my first attempt to visit

the favoured haunt were thwarted by a large

policeman who jabbed me in the stomach

with his lathi and informed me the

establishment was now closed. Behind his

ample frame I could see our old friend the

gypsy woman signalling that we should

return in ten minutes, which we did, but

the relaxed atmosphere of seven months

earlier had definitely gone.

missiles in the direction of the nearby

presidential palace most of us were under

the beds, apart, that is, for one rather gung-

ho American who seemed to revel in being

caught up in a war and, despite our

warnings, climbed up onto the roof in order

to photograph the jets as they swept

overhead. When things quietened down a

bit I sought out the manager of the hotel to

see if he could shed light on events outside.

"Change of government" was his helpful

response. He also informed us that a curfew

had been imposed with almost immediate

thing was definitely

amiss and when the

Migs swept in at rooftop

level releasing their
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Pollanaruwa

effect. As none of us had eaten that day we volunteered to dash out before curfew time.

There were few places open but we did manage to find a local eatery that sold an

approximation of chips and some nan bread. On returning with the spoils our American

friend was shocked that at such a momentous time we could even think of our stomachs and

seemed to be horrified that at such a crucial time in their nation's history any self-respecting

Afghan could be cooking up chips!! Thankfully President Daud's resistance was all over by the

next day and apart from the curfew, things had virtually returned to normal. Out in the

streets there were visible signs of warfare, we saw a body dangling from a tree and where

Sigi's chip van had stood the day before there was now a large crater. 

hand. After several days of

disinformation and flying

rumours we managed to

catch a bus to Kandahar

where, after a somewhat

scary run in with the chief of

police who was keen for, as

he put it some "rumpy-

pumpy” with a western

woman, we managed to find

a bus heading for Herat

which as yet seemed

relatively untouched by the

political turmoil further east

and after a couple of days we

bid a fond, though slightly

relieved farewell to

Afghanistan.

Worryingly Iran too was

caught up in political turmoil

with protesting crowds out

on the streets of Tehran

demanding the Shah's depar-

ture. Just how momentous all

these events were, and the

resurgence of Islamic funda-

mentalism they portended

would certainly become

increasingly apparent over

the coming years.

The next night we heard the sound of more gunfire but were reliably informed that this was

merely the firing squad at the Bel Hissa prison executing the unfortunate Daud, his entire

family and anyone too foolish or too rash to have abandoned his cause in the days before-
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